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A universal space for normal bundles of n-manifolds

E. H. Brown, Jr, and F. P. Peterson1

§1. Introduction

In [3] the authors gave a simple criterion for deciding whether a polynomial in
Stiefel-Whitney classes is zéro on the normal bundles of ail smooth n-manifolds.
The idéal of relations among Stiefel-Whitney classes for ail n-manifolds, In c
H*(BO) was defined by

In={we H*(BO) | w(vMn) 0 for ail Mn}

where Mn dénotes a smooth n-manifold and vM is its stable normal bundle. Let
<f>:H*(BO)-jFf*(MO) be the Thom isomorphism and for weH*(BO), define
wSq1 to be *~1(x(Sq')*(w)). It was shown that In consists of ail Z2-linear
combinations of éléments of the form wSq1 where 2i > n — \w\ (|w| dimension of
w).

In this paper we give a stronger version of this resuit, namely:

THEOREM 1. There is a space BO/In and a map ir : BO/In -» BO such that
(a) If M is a smooth, compact n-manifold and h:M—»BO classifies vM, then

there is a map h : M -> BO/In such that irh — h.

(b) The following séquence is exact

0 > In c H*(BO) -£+ H*{BOIIn) > 0.

Theorem 1 shows that BO/In is a universal space for normal bundles of n-
manifolds in that stably, every such bundle is induced from the bundle over BO/In
and BO/In is the space with the smallest cohomology having this property.

Our original resuit on In suggested the possibility of defining higher order
characteristic classes, that is, one could form a space B over BO by killing the

1 During the work on this paper the authors were supported by NSF grant MCS76-08804 A01 and
MCS 76-06323.
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406 E H BROWN, JR AND F P PETERSON

éléments of In. Then an élément of H*(B) might give a "new" characteristic class

for n-manifolds. For example, with n =4 or 5, the relation

where v3 is the Wu class, gives a class in H4(B) which is not a polynomial in
Stiefel-Whitney classes. Theorem 1 shows that on an n-manifold this "new" class

will be a polynomial in Stiefel-Whitney classes modulo indeterminacy.
The spaces BO/In are also related to the conjecture that any smooth n-

manifold immerses in ^2not^n> where a(n) is the number of ones in the dyadic
expansion of n. Since this conjecture is équivalent to the normal bundle map
h:Mn-»BO lifting to BOn^^ ([9]), the following is a stronger form of the
conjecture:

CONJECTURE. ir:BO/In-^BO lifts to BOn_a(n).

Using our proof of Theorem 1, our results in [4] can be restated in the

following way which gives some plausibility to the above conjecture.

THEOREM 2. If £ is the stable universal bundle over BO, MO is its Thom
spectrum, MO/In is the Thom spectrum of 7r*£ and MO(n — a(n)) is the Thom

spectrum of the universal bundle over BOn_a(n), then MO/In lifts to

MO (/i-a (/i)).

This paper is organized as follows: In §2 we give a detailed outline of the
proof of Theorem 1 setting forth most of the notation and describing the various
technical problems arising in the construction of BO/In. Then in Sections 3, 4, 5,
and 6 we prove the various lemmas stated in §2. Throughout the remainder of this

paper n is a fixed positive integer.

§2. Outline of the Proof of Theorem 1

Ail cohomology will be with Z2 coefficients, A will be the mod two Steenrod
algebra and x '• A —» A will be the canonical antiautomorphism. The semi-tensor
product of A and H*(BO) ([6]) will be denoted by A(BO), that is, A(BO)
A<8)H*(BO) with the algebra structure defined by

where b —>£b[®b" under the diagonal of A. We dénote a®u by a ° u.
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By a spectrum Y, we will mean a collection of spaces Yq and maps g, : SYq -*
Yq+1. If X and Y are spectra, a map / : X -> Y of degree p will be a collection of
homotopy classes /qe[Xq, Yq+P] compatible with the maps &,. If £ is a real

k-plane bundle, T(£) will dénote its Thom spectrum, i.e., T(£)q=Sq~k (Thom
space of |). Thus the Thom class is in H°(T(£)). If £ is a vector bundle over B,
<ï> : H*(B) - H*(T(£)) will be the Thom isomorphism. We make H*(T(Ç)) into an

A(BO) module as follows: Let h:B-*BO classify £ If ueH*(T((f)), we
H*(BO) and a g A, (a ° w)u a(h*(w)u). One easily checks that <£(In)c:
H*(MO) is an A(BO) submodule.

We begin by constructing an A-free, acyclic resolution of <P(In). In [3] the
following was proved:

THEOREM 2.1. If {ut} is an A basis for H*(MO), then <P(In) is the A module

generated by

{X(Sq')ul\2j>n-\ul\}.

For a partition œ ={j1, J2> • - •, h) iet s^eH^iBO) be the usual class ([17])
associated with the symmetric function X t\"t^ * * ' fi1- For each partition eu let <or

be the partition consisting of odd integers /, one for each j2r g œ. Let

Since

where <o' has fewer entries than w and {s^} is a basis for H*(BO), {u^} is also a

basis for H*(BO). Also {<f>("J | 2l -l^co} is an A basis for H*(MO) since

In [2] an A-free acyclic resolution of A/A{x(Sql)\i>h} was constructed.

Combining thèse resolutions with 2.1 and the $(uw) basis, we obtain the following

resolution of <î>(In).

Let A be the graded free associative algebra over Z2 with unit generated by Al?

i 0, ±1, ±2,..., |Àj i, modulo the relations: If 2i <j

If I (ii, i2,..., i,), let Àr ÀtiAl2 • • • Alt, 1(1) f, f(I) ib and A(} 1. We define I
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to be admissible if 2i, ^ iJ+1. As we will see in §3, {Àj 11 admissible} is a Z2 basis

for A. Let {À111 admissible} be the dual basis of A* Hom (A, Z2).
Let Ux be the vector space over Z2 with basis the symbols à'u^ where I is

admissible, 2l-léa>, l(I) l and 2(f(I) + l)>n-|"J- Grade Ux by \kluj
Let d: A® Uï -» AOl/,^ be the A linear map defined by

where the sum ranges over ail j and admissible J. Note by 2.2, if ÀI(AlÀJ)
and hence d is well defined. Let 7) : A ® [/0->H*(MO) be given by

PROPOSITION 2.3. The following séquence is exact:

We prove 2.3 in §3.

For a graded vector space V over Z2, let K(V) dénote the Eilenberg-
MacLane spectrum such that tt*(K(V)) V* and H*(K(V)) A® V.

PROPOSITION 2.4. There is a séquence of (1-spectra Xh / 0, 1, 2,... and

maps cty :Xl_1-*K(Ul) of degrée 4-1 swch thaf
(i) X0 K(l/0)
(ii) Xr is the fibration over Xl_1 induced by at /rom rhe contractible fibration over

(iii) 1/ i:K{Ul)-^Xl is the inclusion of the fibre of Xl-*Xl_1, (aI+1i)*

(iv) If M is a smooth n-manifold, v is its normal bundle, g:MO—»K(L/0)
realizes i\ and h : T(v) -> MO cornes from the classifying map of v, then any lifting
of gh : T(v) -> Xo to Xi_! lifts to X{.

Since the Xt's are constructed from an acyclic complex,

Coker {d:

To construct BO/In we essentially construct a tower of spaces
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with fibres Eilenberg-MacLane spaces, such that if TJ T(£t) where & ~* &i îs the
pull back of the universal bundle over BO, then Tx =Xt in dimensions ^n. We
can then, more or less, define BO/In lim B{.

We recall how the cohomology of a Thom space of a vector bundle changes, in
a stable range, when a cohomology class in the base is killed. Suppose g:B —» BO
is a map such that g*:7rq(B)« 77^ (BO) for 2q^n, V is a graded vector space
with Vq 0 for 2q ^ n and p:B' —> B is the fibration induced by a map y : B -»
K(V)! (K(V)={K(V)q}). Let T=T(g*£) and r T(p*g*f). Viewing B'cfîas
the fibre of 7, 7 factors as B —U B/B' —^ 1C(V)i. Let

* : (A(BO)<8> V)q -> H«

be given by ^(a o M®u) a(u*((7')*(«i))) where v1gH*(K(V)1) is the élément
corresponding to v e V and 4> is the relative Thom isomorphism. In §6 we show
that ty is an isomorphism for q ^ n. (An équivalent form of this was proved in
[1].) Combining this with the exact séquence of the pair (T, V) we obtain an exact

séquence,

-> WiT)-> HQ(T) -* (A(BO)<8> V)q -* Hq+1(T) ->

for q ^ n.
The cohomology of X{ and X^ are related by the Serre exact séquence,

-> H^X^i) ^ H-CXO -? (A ® UXY -+ H^'iX^)^.
Thus if we hâve constructed Bt_± such that Tl_1 Xl_1 in dimensions ^n and we
wish to construct B,, we should take B Bt^t in the above and choose Vi so that
A(BO)<8 Vt A® Ut as A modules. Our main algebraic resuit asserts that this is

possible. Let

VI={AIifBel7,|ûv={} for r^l}
PROPOSITION 2.5. There are A linear isomorphisms 6: A®l/{ -> A(BO)<8>

Vi and A{BO) linear maps d:A(J8O)®V,-> A(BO)® V,_!, />1 and
d:A(BO)(£)Vx—»JFf*(MO) such fhaf fhe following diagram is commutative:

•A® 17, —
I- I' I'

A(BO)<8> V, -^ A(BO)<8> V,_! > > H*(MO).
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Furthermore, if ueVxa Uh then 0(1 <8> u) 1® u.

The construction of spaces Bx can now be made, modulo technical problems,
using 2.5. Given Bx_t and fx_t: Tl_l-^ Xx_l9 the fc-invariant @l:Bx_1-* K(Vl)1
is defined by:

where ax :Xl_1->K(Ul) is the k-invariant for Xh veV and vx eH
corresponds to v. If M is an n-manifold and h:M—>BO classifies its normal
bundle, 2.4(iv) shows that any lifting of h to Bx_x lifts to Bx. The A(BO) linearity
of d allows one (more or less) to construct fx : Tx —> Xx. Actually, this straightfor-
ward procédure is marred by two technical détails which we now describe.

Let s [n/2]. To form Bx from BO, one kills, among other things, the Wu
class vs+l9 i.e. dks =^(Sqs+1)l/ i;s+1(7, where the U is the Thom class. The map
^ is zéro on

Us+1_J)(8)Ase(A(BO)(8)V1)2
J>0

As a resuit, there is a class xeH^^iX^ which goes to zéro in H2s+1(7\)- The
class x is killed in going from Xt to X2. Hence if one were to foliow the recipe
given by 2.5, one would kill a class in Bx which is already zéro and thus produce a
class in H2s(B2) not coming from H2s(X2). To avoid this, we omit a basis élément
from V2. This same phenomena occurs in dimension 2s + 2 so we omit some more
éléments from V2 and V3. Namely, let Vt c: Vt be spanned by À1^ g Vx except
À00w2, A0'-^2^!, A-1-2w2+2 and for s odd, A'^^wV, (w, u(uu sl)).

In §3 we define a certain A (BO) linear map

r:A(BO)(8)VI->A(BO)®Vl (2.6)

such that r|A(BO)®VI is the identity. We then use rO in place of 0 in our
construction of Bx.

The second difficulty arises in the following fashion. Again suppose we hâve
JBj_x and fx_x : Tt_x —» Xx^x and we construct Bx using Vx instead of Vx as above.
Let gt : Ti-JTi -» K(UX) be the map such that gf(u) Wr6(u) for u e Ux. In order
to construct fx:Tx—>Xx we need commutativity of the diagram
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We can only prove that this diagram commutes in dimensions ^2s +1. To correct
for this we relabel Bt above, B{ and we form Bt from B{ by killing the
obstructions to commutativity as follows:

Define A A(fl_1) : 17, -> H^T^) by

A(u) ff-tafu

where r$(u) ^xlul, x^AiBO), u,e Vi. Then

a?(u.) A(u) +/f.1af(m)

Thus 4 is the déviation from commutativity of our diagram above. Let
Wi Lyker A. We kill &-\AÇW)) in Bf to form BE.

To recapitulate, we inductively construct a séquence of spaces Bh stable vector
bundles Ci over Bx and maps /j :Tj T((i)-*JQ such that 4(/!) 0. We take

fî0 BO, ^o £ the universal bundle and /0 the map such that ftiu^) ^(u^) for
i^gUo. (Xo K(Uo).) Referring to 2.5, f% r), a^ d and A(fo) r]d-d0 0.

Suppose Bj-i, Ci-i and fx^ hâve been defined and 4(/l_1) 0. Let p': B[-> B^
be the fibration induced by ft rB^!—>K(Vl)1 where ft is defined by

for ugVîCiU! and v1eH*(K(Vl)1) the élément corresponding to v. Let £f

Viewing BiaB^ as the fibre of ft, ft factors through /3f.

Let ^lACBO^V^^CT^i/Tf) be the A(BO) linear map such that
*((ftO*(i)i)) for t? e Vi. Let 6 be as in 2.5, r as in 2.6, and let gf : TU/Tf -
be defined by (gi)*(u) '*Prd(u). Since 4(/l_1) 0, there is a map /{ making a

commutative diagram

T^m > T{ > T^x T.-^n
lff I* l*-1

«
I81'

U Al > Al.! -X

Let 4(/f): l/I+1 -> H*(Tt) be given by 4(/f)(ii) (ff)*af+1u +1 x,(f')*af+^ where
r6u =X X.M,. Let Wï+1 l/,+1/ker 4(/{) and let p :Bt -> Bf be the fibration induced
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by yi:B'l-+K(Wl+1)1 where #(y*Ki) 4(/î)(u) for ueWM. Finally let £
p*£l and fx=f[T(p). Then A{fx) T(p)*4(/0 0 and the inductive step is
complète.

In §5 we prove:

LEMMA 2.7. 1/1^3 and q^n, /f :Hq(XI)«Hq(T(£I)). Furthermore, if M »
a smooth n-manifold and h:M—>JB0 BO classifies its normal bundle, then any
lifting of h to Bl-1 li/to fo Bj.

We next examine H*(Bt) for l large.

LEMMA 2.8. J/i^n, Vq l/q 0/or q<n-l, Wf 0 for q^n and

yp-i UT"1 ={A(0-°- '^i^ | u^ e (7S"1}. Furthermore,

ûweH*(Tl_l;Z2i), uœUeH*{Tt_{) is the mod /wo réduction of ûœ and ô( is the

Bockstein associated with Z1-^Z1i^ \ -? Z2/.

Thus for / ^ n,

q<n

Hn(Bl)/<p-1{8l+1ÛJ~Hn(BO)/rn

We form Boo from Bb i^n, by killing classes &-\8l+1 ua))eHn+1(Bl;ZT) where
ZT dénotes twisted integer coefficients, twisted by wl9 0:H*(Bl;Zr)s«
H*(T(£i);Z) is the Thom isomorphism and ôl is the Bockstein associated with
Z-^Z--*Z2l. Let Bt be the two sheeted cover of Bx defined by wt. The classes

$~1(SI+1 û^) may be represented by Z2- equivariant maps x^ : É{ —> K(Z, n)
where K(Z, n) has the action defined by the nontrivial action of Z2 on Z. Let fîœ

be the fibration over B{ induced by

Since x is Z2-equivariant, Z2 acts freely on B^. Let B<X ÉJZ2. The map
BO0 ÉJZ2->Bl/Z2 Bl has fibre iIK(Z, n). With Z2 coefficients, ^(Bj) acts

trivially on the cohomology of the fibre. The Serre spectral séquences, with Z2
coefficients has its usual, nonlocal coefficient form and the usual argument shows
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that in dimensions ^n,

H*(BCU

Thus for q ^ n

is exact. Also if M is an n-manifold and h :M—» B is covered by a bundle map
g : v -+ £„ T(g)*(Sl+1£L) 8l+1T(g*)(fi,) 0 since the top homology class of T(v)
is spherical. Therefore, h lifts to B^.

Finally, assume B^ is a CW complex and let

BO/In =BZUe^1 Ue5+1 • " • ^
where e^1 is attached by ft\Sn, fl:(Dn+1,Sn)-+(Bn+\Bn) and [/Je
7Tn+1(B2+1, B") give a Z2-basis for the image of

The maps /, give an extension of B^czB^, f'.BO/In-^B^ and

for q^n
n=0 for q>n

Also any map of an n-manifold into B^ is homotopic to a map factoring through
/. The proof of Theorem 1 is thus complète, modulo the lemmas and propositions
of this section.

§3. Proofs of 2.3, 2.5, and 2.6

Let Af be the Z2-subspace of A* generated by A1 with 1(1) J, t(l)^k9 and I
admissible. Let

be defined by

r) X à'CÀjÀjM&T1)®*' (3.1)
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where the sum is over ail j and admissible J. Proposition 2.3 follows from 2.1 and

3.2(ii) below:

PROPOSITION 3.2.

(i) {Ar 1I admissible} is a Z^-basis for A.
(ii) The following is exact:

(®) {}
(iii) If I and J are admissible, 1(1) l, l(J) =1-1, and I, (1, 2,4,..., 21"1),

then ÀI+fI«(A1+rÀJ+2rIl1) I

Proof. For any séquence T (fl5 f2> • • • *i) and integer r, let hr(AT) AT+rIl.

Extending linearly, W gives a well defined map W :A-> A since for any élément
of A of the form a =ÀIij8Àl2 where p is a relation for A as in 2.2, hr(a) also has

this form. Since hrh~r is the identity, hr is an isomorphism for ail r. Furthermore,
hr(Àj) is admissible if and only if Àr is admissible.

Let ÂcA be the subalgebra generated by Ao, À1? À2,.... In [8] it is proved
that {Àr 11 admissible} is a basis for Â. For any Àj, hr(\t)eÂ for r sufficiently
large. Thus {Àj 11 admissible} is a basis for A.

In [2], 3.2(ii) was proved for fc^O. From 2.2 one sees that À_1À_1 0 and if
*(J)è^O, À_!Àj is a sum involving Àr's with t(J')>0 and ÀjÀ_!. Suppose Jx —

(h,'",L\ J2 (Jm+i»...,/i) and J (ii, ...,Ji) are admissible with Jx or J2

possibly the empty séquence Define ÀJiAj2 AJ. Suppose jm ^0 and jm+1 <-l.
Then 3.1 yields

Let

k^k1*) 0.

Then for fc<0, D:A®AÏ-* A®Af+i satisfies dD + Dd identity. Therefore
3.2(ii) holds for fc<0.
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Finally we prove 3.2(iii). Note that if I is admissible, I+rIt is admissible and if
)*:A*-*A* is the dual of h\ h\ (hr)*Ar Ar-r\ Therefore

AI(AJÀJ) (hr)*(Ar+rl«)(AJÀJ)

A'+WAA,)) kI+rIi\J+r\J+2rIlJ

Proof of 2.5. Let C{=A®Uh D{=A{BO)®Vh l>0, and D0 H*(MO).
Dénote a®ueCt by au and a ° v(8>w eDh l>0, by (a ° v)w. We filter Q and Dt
as follows: Fq(Q) is spanned by ak1^ with Iw^l^q and F^iD^, I>0, is spanned

by ail a ° uàim1 with |uj + 2l |u|^q. Fq(DQ) is spanned by ail au^ where aeA,
mojg170 {u<0|21-1^co} and |i^|^q.

The chain complex (Q, d) is a direct sum of chain complexes of the form
described in 3.2, indexed by the u^ e Uo. Hence d is filtration preserving and:

(3.3) The following is exact.

>FQ(Q)^^F(l(Cl^) > >FQ(C0)

Using induction on l we define A linear maps 6 : Q -> Dt and A(BO) linear
maps d : Dx -> Dl_1 such that

(i) S is an isomorphism and 0:Co-*Do is given by
H*(MO), Uo> e l/0.

(ii) d6 0d

(iii) If ueV,<=Ui, 6(u) u
(iv) e(Fq(q))=Fq(A)
(v) Suppose A1^ g UJ. Let a and p be the partitions

a
r

Note uw uaMp. Then 6 satisfies

1) u&\rua mod Fi^

where r
Note that Proposition 2.5 consists of statements (i), (ii), and (iii) above.
For l 0, 0 is defined by (i) and d 0 on Do.
Suppose 0 and d hâve been defined on Ck and Dk k<l, and satisfy (i) - (v).

Define d dD :Dl —>Dl_1 to be the A(BO) linear map such that for ueVh
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dniu) - 0(dcu). We next define 6 : Q —> Dt. Suppose À1^ e Ui and u^ uaiip as

in (v). If u3 1, AV^ g Vr and we define 0(ÀJiO A1^. In this case (i)-(v) are
satisfied. Suppose u&^\. Let

where I' I+\u&\ I,. By induction, 6d d6 on Ct_! and hence dX O. We show
that X€Fp_1(Dl) where p |m<o|. Décompose ua into uaiu*2l as in (v).

Z A'UAkXxW"1) ° u^uDA1^ uttl mod Fp_t

where K' K + |wa2M|| I^i. On the other hand,

In A(BO),

k<q

where q |up|.

Jua) ua2\J'uai mod FKhl

where J' J + lu^J Ii.j. If uAxu has filtration less than Iw^l —1 and k<q,
SqkM3uArD has filtration less than p |uj.

Hence

ruai mod Fp_x

In the above sum, replace / by j + q and J by K + 2qIl_1. Then

I ^1) o ua2M|AK'M<Xi mod Fp_x

where X^K + lu^ugl !,_!. But I' I+qIx and hence by 3.2(iii),

^ (^j+q^K+^Ii^) A. (A,AK)

Hence
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By (iv) there is a YeF^iQ^) such that 0(Y) X and by (i) and (ii), dY O.

Hence for l > 1, by 3.3, there is a Z e F^Q) such that dZ Y. We verify that
there is such a Z for l 1 by showing that when 1 1, Xe <£(!„). In this case

X X(Sqt+1)<P(uaul) + uex(Sq1+<1+1)<IKuJ

where 2(i + l)>n-q, q |u3|. But then, 2(i+q-j + l)>n-\(Sq1ufi)uot\ and hence

We now define Sik1^) by induction on |uj filtration degree of A1^. For
|uJ 0, fl(AIl) AIl. If 0 is defined on F^hl(Q), let

where Z, a, |8, and V are as above. Then d6(Z) 6(dZ) 6(Y) X and

Note that éléments of the form u^krua, as above, together with Fp.xCDï), span
Fp(Di) over A. Thus 6:Ci—>Dl is an epimorphism. (It is at this point that we use
A1 where I has négative entries. For each w3AJ ua eH*(BO)Vi we need A^u^e
Ux such that V 1+|uf| I,.) Eléments of the forai A^Mp are an A basis for Q and
éléments of the form w^A1^ are an A basis for Dt. Hence OrQ^Dt is an
isomorphism and the proof of 2.5 is complète.

Proof of 2.6. Let i^eH^BO) be the Wu classes, that is, &(vl) x(Sql)<P(l)
where <P : H*(BO) -* H*(MO) is the Thom isomorphism.

LEMMA 3.4.

where the sum ranges over ail o) with entries only of the form 2J — 1 and |sj i.

Proof. We view H*{BO) <= Z2[t1? r2,...], \tx\ 1, and ttt2 as the Thom class.

Let Sq Sq° + Sq1+" -and u=uo + i;1+- • • Then
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and

v(tu t2,.. .)(M2 • • •)

where the sum ranges over <o with entries only of the form 2J — 1.

Let xt and x2eA(BO) be given by

J>0

Recall s [n/2] and n is the dimension of the manifolds we are considering. Let
yleD1 be defined by

LEMMA 3.5. There are éléments y?<=D2 such that dyf yl1 and

À0'1!^! mod F2s+1

A"1 "2us+2 mod F2us+2 mod F2s+3

1/ s is odd, tfiere is an élément y| such rhat yl (Sq1 + w^yl and

^ 24^2 mod F2s+7

Proo/. We first show that dyl=O, d:D1->D0 H*(MO). Let UeH°(MO)
be the Thom class.

0

We next show that yl exists. In A®A* one may easily calculate dk°'°
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Hence, by the arguments in the proof of 2.5,

dA°'0u2 0(dA°'°u2) OCVaV)
Sq1 ° usAs mod F2s_i

X Sq1 o us+1_,As mod F2s_x y{ mod F2s_x

Thus u dA°'°u2 + yÎGF2s_1 and du O. Therefore there is a zeF^^iD^
such that dz u. Let y2 A00u2 + z. The existence of y1, y2, and y% are proven in
an analogous fashion.

We now define r: A(BO)(g> V, -» A{BO)® V,. For t^2 and 1^3, s odd,
V, Vj and r is the identity; VjczVi and r|A(BO)®Vi is the identity. V2 is

formed from V2 by omitting the basis éléments A°'°w2, A°'~1w2+1 and A~1"2w2+2.

By 3.4, vx involves wt s(11> tl) when vt is expressed in the u^ basis. Let

We define r on A(BO)®V3 analogously. Then r(yf) r(y|) O.

We conclude this section with an algebraic lemma about the y"s. Let Lt
A(BO)® Vj be defined as follows: Lt 0 for Z 0, l 3 and s even, and f > 3.

L1 A(BO)({y,1} + S1)

where St {u3Sq2À2} when s 2 and Si 0 for s ^ 2.

L2 A(BO)({yf} + S)

where S2 {^A1-2} when s 2 and S2 0, s 3* 2.

L3 A(BO){y2}

LEMMA 3.6. diLd^U-u r(L,) 0 /or I>1 and fhe séquence

is exact at L? /or ail l and q^
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Proof. The first part of 3.6 is clear from the définition of Lt. One easily checks

that if x g A(BO), \x\ ^ 1 and d(xyi) 0, then x 0 and therefore à : L§ -^ L^+1 is

an injection for q ^2s + 2. d:L2-^L1 is clearly onto. To check exactness at L5,
q^2sH-2 one must verify that if y =x1y{ + x2yl + x3yl + x4v3Sq2\.2 O, xte
A(BO) and |y|^2s + 3, then x1 x3 x4 0 and x2 0 or s is odd and x2
Sq1 + w1. This is a tedious but straightforward calculation, made somewhat

simpler by the following observation. Let

F:A(BO)®{às}^H*(MOaK(Z2,N))

be given by

F(a o u\s)

Then

We leave the détails to the reader.

§4. Proofs of 2.4 and 2.8

Let {A®Af, d} be the chain complex described in Proposition 3.2.

PROPOSITION 4.1. For each integer k, there are il-spectra Y, Yx(k) and

maps pi pi(k) : Yi_1 —» K(Af) of degree one, 1 0,1,2,... such that
(i) Y0 K(Aq). Y\ is a fibration over Yx_x induced by & from the contractible

fibration over K(Af).
(ii) If i : K^AÎ^)--» Y^ is the inclusion of the fibre,

where d is as in 3.2.

(iii) 1/ M is a smooth, compact n-manifold and v is its normal bundle, then

is an epimorphism for p<2fc + 2.
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(iv) Suppose k 0. Let I(i,0) (0,..., 0) hâve length l.

where ten^Y^; Z2l), l reduced modulo two is the generator ieH°(Yl_1);=:Z2
and ôt is the Bockstein associated to Z2^> Z2l+1 —>Z2l.

Proof. For k ^0, 4.1(i), (ii), and (iii) were proved in [5]. For k<0, {A®AÏ, d}
is a free acyclic resolution of the zéro A module so that the existence of Yt and pi

easily follow by induction on I. If M is as in (iii), v : T(v) -> Yt_t has degree p,

p<2k + 2 and fc<0, then {(piv)*^1)^ n and (iii) follows.
Finally we prove (iv). The formula for d in 3.1 shows that dÀI(I0) Sq1*10"1-0*

The complex,

> A ®{Àiao)} -%¦ A ®{A1""1-0*} » • • • A ®{AI(<WW}

is realized by the tower

TV"/ ry \ TS*( 7 \ V(7 \-"^ \'~J 0 JV ^^O 1 — 1/ ^ • • • ^ XV\^Z1>2/

with k-invariants, ôt : K(Z2Î) —> K(Z2). Except for ÀI(I0), the generators of A? hâve
dimension >0 and hence kill classes of dimension >1. Thus Yl=K(Z2H_1) in
dimensions ^1. Therefore (iv) holds.

Proof of 2.4: We wish to realize the complex {A®1/|, d} by a tower of
spectra, Xt. Let Yt(k) and ft(fc) be as in 4.1. For a spectrum Z, let SZ dénote the
shift suspension, i.e., (SZ)q Zq+1. Define Xt and a{ :Xi_1~>K(YI) by

Ai — M 3

The map a{ takes Xx_x into K(l/t) since

where k ranges over [(n — lu^l/2], Im^Ig L/o. Proposition 2.4 now follows directly
from 4.1.
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Proof of 2.8: Using induction on I, one easily proves that if I is admissible and

Suppose l^n and A'u^e t/,. Then 2(t(l) + l)>n-\uJ. Therefore

->n-2

Also if |w^|>n —1, Ià'uJ^-I. If |wj<n-l, f(I)^l and hence |AJ|^/^n.
Therefore 17? 0 for q<n-1 and D?'1 {Aiao)ic | uw e U^1} since AI(l0) is the

only Ar with t(I)>0 and |Ar| 0. If r>l and wr^{ }, \uJ>\uZr\^2r>n. Hence

Vf=Uffor q^n-1.
By the définition of ft : B^ -* X(Vt),

*Of(AI(W)ic)) /f-i«f(Arao)uJ

By 4.1(iv) af(AI(l'0)ufa)) Ôli where igH^Xi^; Z20 cornes from the factor of
-Xi-i, Y([n-|w^l/2]). Since the diagram

commutes, û =/J_1t reduced modulo two is pî/*^ =pîutot/0 u^l/^i, where
is the Thom class of T{ and the proof of 2.8 is complète.

§5. Proof of 2.7

If Gx and G2 are graded groups and h:Gt--* G2 is a homomorphism of
degree i, we will say that h is k connected if h : G\ —» G5+l is an epimorphism for
q<k and a monomorphism if q^k. We will say that a séquence of graded groups
and homorphisms,
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is k -exact if

is exact for ail l and q ^ k.

In §3 we constructed isomorphisms 6 : A® Ux —> A(BO)® Vx and a subcomp-
lex {L,, d}c{A(BO)®V,, d} such that

is 2s+ 2 exact, s=[n/2]. In §4 we constructed a tower of fibrations -*Xx—>
Xl_1 -> with fc-invariants at :Xi_x —» K(l/t) associated to the complex {A® l/b d}.
Let

LEMMA 5.1: The maps

induce a 2s 4- 2-exacf séquence

-> H*(K(17)) -> H^X,^) -> H

Proof: Let Et be the kernel of

Then H*(Xl)«H*(MO)/<J(In)0£l and Et and A ® U| are related by the diagram
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where the ai and ït are defined by af and if and each pair of composable arrows
is exact. Dividing A(8>Ui and E^ by fl"1^) and àfi^iL^), respectively,
produces the same type of diagram with exactness replaced by 2s+2-exactness.
The desired resuit then follows.

In §2 we defined maps

In §6 we prove:
LEMMA 5.2. The map gf induces a 2s+2-connected map

F, : H*(K(Ui)) -> H^T^Tl)

forl^l.
Proof of 2.7: We first prove 2.7(ii). Suppose M is a smooth n-manifold,

h : M —» Bo BO classifies v, the normal bundle of M and h : M —> B^A is a lifting
of h. Let T(h):T(v)—> Ti_! dénote the associated Thom space map. Then

/kT^TM^X,.! is a lifting of f0T(h):T(v)->X0 andhence by 2.4(iv),
fi-!T(h) lifts to Xt and therefore aI/l_1T(h) O. Thus for v e Vt

Gh+pTivJ Tihf&itfivd) T(h)*fUa*(v) 0

Thus fth O and h lifts to h':M-»B{
If ue[/I+1, w={u}eWl+1 UI+1/ker A and vO(u) J]xl^ xteA(jBO) and

u, g Vi+1, then

Recall,

(f0*«f+iM " Z x,(f{+1)*a^

But T(h')* is A(BO) linear and a,+1f T(h') 0 as above. Thus
and hence ^h' 0. Therefore h' lifts to Bt and the proof of 2.7(ii) is complète. We
note for further référence:

LEMMA 5.3: T(h')*4(w) 0 for ue Ul+1.

LEMMA 5.4. If 8*:H*(lT)->H*(T1_1/'n), Ô*4(w) 0 for ueUl+1.
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Proof. Consider the commutative diagram:

ko

Recall, gj realizes Vrd, i*a?+1 d and % r, and à : A(BO)(g>VX-X
A(BO)®Vl_1 are A(BO) linear. Hence,

where re(M) X^"i, x,6A(BO) and i^e Vl+1. But for ugVi+1, 0(v) v. Thus

where z g L!+1. Furthermore dz e Lx. Hence 8*â(u) *Prdz

But by 5.2, fl"1^) is the kernel of (gif.
We now prove that ft induces a 2s + 2-connected map fi : H(Xt) —» H*(Ti) by

induction on 1^0. We first show that ft is well defined.

From the commutative diagram:

we see that

By 5.2, fl'Hl-i+i) is in the kernel of (gf+1)f)*
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Since /* is an isomorphism, f0 /* and f0 is an isomorphism.
Suppose fi-t is 2s 4-2 connectée. If ueUl+1, à(u)eHQ(Ti) pulls back to

WiT^) since, by 5.4, Ô*A(u) O and it pulls back to H^X^) if q<2s + 2, that
is, if |u|<2s + l, 4(w) (/f)*P** where p:Xl-^Xl_1. But since the X^'s are
constructed from an acyclic complex, image p* image (H*(X0)-»H*(X{)).
Therefore image (/f)*p* image (H*(T0)-> JFf*(TO) H*(MO)/0(In). But by
5.3, A(u) is zéro on ail n-manifolds. Hence A(u) — O and we hâve shown that
W?+1 (Ul+1/kerA)Q=O for q<2s + l. Therefore Hq(B0^Hq(Bt) is an
isomorphism for q^2s + 2 since Bx is a fibration over Bf_a induced by yx : B{->
K(Wl+1)t. Then Hq(T{/Tl) Hq(Bf,Bl) O for q< 2s+2 and hence

is (2s + 2)-connected. Let gt be the composition

and let &:H*(K(Ul))--*H*(Tl-1/Tl) be induced by &. Then â is (2s+ 2)-
connected by 5.2. Consider the commutative diagram:

» > H*(X,) > H

A five lemma argument and the fact that /,_! and gt are (2s + 2)-connected shows
that fi is 2s + 2-connected.

Since ^=0 for f>3, H*(XI) H*(XI) for i^3 and therefore
/*:Hq(XI)->Hq(TI) is an isomorphism for q^n<2s + 2. This complètes the
proof of 2.7.

§6. Proof of 5.2

LEMMA 6.1.

is an isomorphism forl>l and q ^s +1. For i 1 it is an epimorphism for q ^s +1
and t>,+1, wxt;s+1, Sq1^^! and us+2 generate the kernel for q^
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Proof. As we saw in the proof of 2.8, if
(n — 1) — (n — luj — l)/2*. Hence the lowest dimensional élément in Vt is of the
form A1 with t(I) ~ s. For such an I, |AJ| ^ s +2 except for l 1 or / 2 and s 1

and 2. The space B[ is a fibration over Bt_x induced by ft rB^ —> jKXVI)! and for
I > 1, K( V^! is s + 2 connected except when I 2 and s 1 or 2. For s 1 or 2,
the lowest dimensional éléments in V2 are A11 and A1'2 respectively; dA11 #0 and
dA12^0 so thèse éléments kill nonzero classes in Bt. Thus for J>1, H^CB^i) —

Hq(B[) for q^s-h 1.

Suppose l 1. From 3.1 one sees that dAl x(Sql+1)U <P(vl+1) where U is

the Thom class and ul+1 is the Wu class. Hence (31:B0->K(V1)1 takes A1 into
ul+1. One easily checks that V? 0 for q<s, Vsx={As} and vr^iA^1). The
remainder of 6.1 now foliows by a simple Serre spectral séquence argument.

Let Kx — K(Vl)1. Viewing ft : Bl_1 -» Kx as a fibre map with fibre Bf, consider
the pair of fibrations px and p2:

(B^, B[)^ (Bl.1 x Kh Bx_x x{*})

where p! is defined by ft, p2 is projection on the second factor and c idx p.
Note c is a fibre preserving map so we may use it to compare the Serre spectral
séquences of pt and p2.

LEMMA 6.2. For 1>1, c*:Hq(Bt_1xK,,B,_1x{*})^Hq(Bl_1,BO is an
isomorphism for qS2s + 3. For 1 1, c* is an epimorphism for që 2s +2 and /or
q S 2s + 3 tfte kernel is generated by

Let E^q and Ë?q dénote the Serre spectral séquences for pi and p2

respectively.
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As we saw above, for J>1, Kx is s+ 2 œnnected and Hq(Bl_1)«Hq(Bf) for
q^s + 1. Therefore c induces an isomorphism at the E2 level for p + q^É2s + 3

and the differentials are trivial for p2 because it is a product fibration. This proves
6.2 for 1>1.

For 1 1, 6.2 is true at the E2 level with the first summands in the above list of
éléments as a basis for the kernel; the second summands are of lower filtration.
The same is true at the E^ level, so to complète the proof, we must show that
thèse éléments are in the kernel of c*.

Under the map H*(B0,Bi)^H*(B0), c*(l®AÎ) goes to vs+1. Hence

c*(d1+1® Ai +1® (Ai)2) vs+1c*(l® Ai) + c*(l®Al)2 0

(If j:Xc(X,A) and xgH*(X,A), x2 (j*x)x.) The same argument applies to
the other five éléments.

Let

4 : (A(BO)<g> V,)q -> H^iT^ aKt)

be defined by

<f>((a ® w)m) a(wU® ut)

where U is the Thom class, aeA, weH*(BO) and ue Vt.

LEMMA 6.3. For q <2s +1, <£ is an epimorphism. For q <2s +2 the kernel of
4> is zéro for 1>1 and (I, s) ^ (2,2), is {u3A12} for (l, s) (2,2) and is

Proof. Let ja, jm':A(BO)^ A(BO) be defined by

jut(a ° w) Y* ai

(Recall, wa is defined by
Where a —» X af(8>a'j in the diagonal in A. Then juljui' /llV identity and thus /ut

is a Z2-isomorphism. Let <f>' <f>(jm(g>ïd). Then

Let A1 be the lowest dimensional élément in Vf, |AJ|>s for l 1. The lowest
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dimensional élément in H*(Ti_1aK1) not in the image of <f>' is

an élément of dimension ^2s + 3. Hence <f> is an epimorphism for q <2s + 2. The
lowest dimensional éléments in the kernel of 4>' are 1 ° vs+lk\ or (Sqm ° 1)ÀÎ
where m |Aî| + l. For l>2, (l, s) ^(2, 2), Aï>s + 1 and hence thèse éléments

occur in dimensions >2s +3. For (J, s) (2, 2), <^(d3A1'2) <f>f(v3\ia) 0. For l 1

0 <t>'((Sqs+2 » 1)AS) 4>((]£ Sql o

This proves the last part of 6.3.

Proof of 5.2: We must show that

(gO* *>« : (A® l/,)q -> H^iT^

is an epimorphism for q ^i 2s + 2 and (I^)*1 is the kernel for q ^ 2s + 2. By 2.5, 0 is

an isomorphism. Let <£ be the map in 6.3 and c the map in 6.2. Lifting c to the
Thom space level we obtain a map

Furthermore *" T(c)*. Thus by 6.2 and 6.3, ^ is an epimorphism for q <2s +1
and since r is an epimorphism, (g[)* is an epimorphism for q<2s + l. For 1>1
and (i, s) 5^ (2, 2), T(c)* and <^ are monomorphisms for q<2s + 2 and L? is the
kernel of r. When (I, s) (2, 2) r(Lt) feA1'2}. This complètes the proof of 5.2 for

Suppose 1 1. Then r identity. We wish to show that Lx «JT^ker T{c)*). In
6.2 a basis for ker c* was given for q<2s + 2. Since image <j> image <\>' cannot
involve cup products (except squares) in H*(Kt), the above basis shows that the
following is a basis for image <f> Pi ker T(c)*:

+11/(8) AI + Wi 17® &T+1ÀÎ

Thus a basis for ^"^ker c*) is 4>~x of thèse éléments and (X! Sql ° i?s+2_l)As from
the kernel of <j>. A simple calculation shows that thèse éléments form a basis for
L?, q<2s + 2, completing the proof of 5.2.
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